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In this book Professor Stafford Betty pulls together the best evidences for survival of death. The
very best, he maintains, come from psychical research. The near-death experience, deathbed
visions, reincarnational memories of children, communication from the so-called dead through
mediums, apparitions, poltergeists, spirits that reach out to us through electronic instruments,
spirits that attach themselves to our bodies, and episodes of terminal lucidity in Alzheimer’s
patients are all included.But philosophy has a lot to say as well. In simple terms Betty lays out
the evidence against reductive materialism that claims all our experience is generated by the
brain and that we perish at death. Viewing the brain as an instrument put to good use by the
immaterial self is much more consistent with the evidence.Finally, he surveys the universal
affirmation by the world’s religions that we survive death.Betty brings together memorable
examples and careful analysis of each type of evidence. Each type is imposing enough by itself,
but taken together they build a case for survival of death that is insurmountable. He shows that
life after death, as mysterious as it is, should no longer be regarded as a hypothesis, but, like
dark matter, a fact.
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become a respectable academic subject, now based on a solid foundation of evidence from
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Gandhi, Professor Stafford Betty points out that modern or Western insatiableness arises from
the lack of a living faith in a future state. He lists 22 compelling reasons why the world would be
better off in accepting the evidence which strongly suggests that consciousness survives bodily
death and devotes 11 chapters to discussing that evidence. The person who is not bothered – or
pretends not to be bothered – by the idea that death results in extinction, obliteration and
nothingness will likely reject the book, but those in need of some assurance that consciousness
does survive death should benefit from this book. As Betty states, it is not a matter of looking
forward to an afterlife and disregarding this life, but in enriching this life by having a conviction
that this life is part of a much larger one.~ MICHAEL TYMN, EDITOR, THE JOURNAL FOR
SPIRITUAL AND CONSCIOUSNESS STUDIES. AUTHOR, THE AFTERLIFE
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AFTERLIFE11. RELIGION AND THE AFTERLIFECONCLUSIONINDEXPAPERBACKS ALSO
AVAILABLE FROM WHITE CROW BOOKSFOREWORDWhat makes people believe anything?
The usual answer would be that they have experienced it with their own five senses. Or perhaps
they have been told something by someone they trust, or have read it in an authoritative book.
But spiritual beliefs often are not derived from one of these sources. They are emotional
passions that have found their way into the depths of our souls. Our inner senses or the reports
of others may tell us of events that our materialist western culture suggests are impossible.As a
schoolboy, I was firmly in that materialist camp. The religious instruction lessons were, by
common assent, the most boring in the week. We were fed all sorts of fantastic stories from the
Bible which any would-be scientist like myself thought ridiculous. Like Stafford, I too read
Bertrand Russell’s Why I Am Not a Christian – but for me it just reaffirmed what I already
believed.But there was a problem. Our family home was close to a gypsy encampment and its
occupants visited us regularly to sell their wares. My grandmother, a devoutly religious lady who
went to her non-conformist chapel every Sunday, talked to them at length. On every visit, our
gypsy friends told her of events from her past, present or future life – events of which they could
not possibly have any direct knowledge. How did they do that? Here, for the first time, I was
confronted by world events that seemed to defy rational explanation.I was a sickly child, with
chronic asthma and congenital defects in my heart and spine. Our family doctor doubted if I
would live past the age of 40. In my 20s, I emigrated to warmer climes in Australia and there met



up with a naturopath. I was training in laboratory work in orthodox medicine at the time, so
ayurvedic medicine and naturopathy were anathema to me.But a friend was due to have a
kidney removed; the operation was postponed when the surgeon was injured in a car accident,
so in desperation she visited the naturopath. When I met my friend again a year later, she still
had both kidneys and was in the best of health. So orthodox medicine clearly did not have all the
answers. Perhaps, by extension, scientific materialism also had its limitations.This rather
rambling account is by way of explaining why and how I, at nearly 80, having trained in rationalist
science and orthodox medicine, have become a passionate supporter of psychic events and
firm believer in the afterlife of the soul. I have never had an overtly spiritual experience of any
kind, other than as a source of my creative inspiration. I have had half-a-dozen operations under
general anaesthesia, including quadruple coronary bypass surgery but never experienced an
NDE. I do not “belong” to any religion: my belief in psychic phenomena is purely rational, based
on evidence such as the author presents to us here. To suggest that all this evidence is
“imaginary” or “fraudulent” is grossly insulting to those who have experienced such
phenomena.For a century and a half now, the experimental evidence has been accumulating
that the material world we experience with the five senses is but a limited vision of all that is.
There is such a wealth of evidence now that some people can communicate with one another or
know of distant events without experiencing them with the five senses we all normally possess.
Empathetic and simultaneous experiences of twins are but one set of examples. Some people
can even communicate with the realm of discarnate souls in the afterlife. There is nothing
morally objectionable about this, though many religious obsessives believe it to be “sinful”. Such
experiences provide hope and comfort to the living. This book encourages us to create a new
paradigm of spirituality if humankind is to flourish or, perhaps, even to survive.Dr Stafford Betty,
in this book, has given us a whole raft of experiences that affirm the continuing existence in the
afterlife of the individual soul after mortal death. As well as giving us accounts of spiritual
communication by mediums and near-death experiences, there is a more detailed account of
poltergeist activity than I have encountered before. For me, this is the most convincing evidence
I have read about poltergeists. There is rational discussion of Instrumental Transcommunication,
rarely mentioned in other afterlife books.I have read many books about the afterlife but Stafford’s
book has a more wide-ranging survey of anecdotal reports with rational interpretations that I find
convincing; though possible causes other than spirit activity for these and other psychic
phenomena are fully considered. The stories are told in Professor Betty’s usual engaging way
that has won the admiration of his students in California. There is nothing boring or frightening
here. Overall, this presentation gives us a whole-world view, a goal and a purpose to our lives,
and an encouraging optimism about what lies before us at its end. Death is not the end of our
existence but a new beginning. When the physical body dies, you’re not dead, you’ve just
relocated.Howard A. JonesB.Sc. (Hons), M.Sc., Ph.D., M.R.S.C.INTRODUCTIONWhen
Samantha was just shy of her fifth birthday, an age when her delight in every manner of living
creature was well underway, she noticed a slug on the sidewalk. This was the same slug she



noticed just a few hours earlier, slowly crawling down the front steps of her home. Only now it
was smashed on the sidewalk.“What happened to it?” she asked.“It looks like it got stepped on,
Samantha,” said her mom.“But why isn’t it moving?”Her mom looked at her husband as if
handing off the conversation. He said, “Samantha, it’s not moving because it died.”She slowed
her walk toward the house and looked puzzled. Then she looked up at her dad and said, “Will
you die, daddy?”“Yes, Samantha, I will.”“Will sister die?”“One day, yes.”“Will mommy
die?”“Yes.”Tears began to fill her eyes. “Will I die?”“Yes, Samantha. One day, a long, long time
from now, you will.”Now inside the house, Samantha began to cry uncontrollably. When she
calmed down just a bit, her dad continued, “Samantha, I know that makes you afraid. That’s
okay. But why are you so upset? Are you afraid that if you die you’ll miss mommy?”“No.”“Are you
afraid you’ll miss your sister?”“No.”“Are you afraid you’ll miss daddy?”“No.”She looked up at her
dad, eyes swimming with tears, and said, “I’ll miss myself.”When I first heard this strangely
beautiful story from a friend of mine, it almost took my breath away. Here was a little girl who
grasped the human situation in all its sadness. She hadn’t been introduced to any of the
strategies that adults use to drown out the terrifying thought of ceasing to be. She saw the truth
raw—what most of us have felt at one time or another.In this book we’ll consider the only answer
that would have a chance of consoling Samantha—that, while death will certainly mean missing
those she leaves behind, it won’t mean missing herself.Science is king at public universities like
the place where I teach. Too often it steps beyond its boundaries and claims, or at least implies,
that human beings are entirely material organisms, nothing more than physical stuff. Too often
students emerge from their classes thinking that belief in spiritual worlds and beings is for the
weak of mind.But what a forlorn worldview this is, as Samantha precociously saw. Parents and
children all annihilated, reduced to nothingness at death. As the celebrated atheist Christopher
Hitchens said shortly before his death, “When I speak of annihilation I mean just that the screen
goes blank.”Does the screen really go blank?Hitchens was rightly distressed at the thought of
extinction. So was Woody Allen when he wrote, “I don’t want to achieve immortality through my
work; I want to achieve immortality through not dying.”Like Hitchens, I’m not capable of believing
something just because it’s written in a scripture or promulgated by a religious leader. I need
evidence, and in that way we are very similar. Why, then, do we come to such different
conclusions? My impression of him is that he didn’t make a serious in-depth study of the
evidence that’s available to everybody and that you’ll be introduced to in this book.The great
English historian Arnold Toynbee was, like Hitchens, a non-believer in survival for almost all his
life. But he changed his mind shortly before his death in 1975 and credited research on the near-
death experience (NDE) for the shift. The last book he wrote and edited was titled Life After
Death (1976).Since his death the field of psychical research has grown far beyond anything he
could have imagined. Not only do we get assurance that there is life after death, we even get
hints of its nature—a spiritual world more plausible and attractive than any given to us by the
world’s religions.This evidence might not be enough to convince dyed-in-the-wool physicalists
that they survive death, for they are certain that the brain generates consciousness, so when the



brain dies, so do we. My colleagues and I find support for a different view: that the brain works
with consciousness as its organ while embodied, but that the brain is not necessary for
consciousness to exist when free of the body.I am confident that Samantha’s tears will dry when
she grasps the good news her dad didn’t get around to telling her. We’ll see why in the pages
that follow.A number of my colleagues at the university where I work assume that my interest in
the afterlife comes from disappointments in life. They assume it is compensation for happiness
missed—an escape from the here and now. They could not be more wrong. Instead, it grows out
of a deep involvement with the here and now.To put it simply, if a society stops believing in an
afterlife where its members are held accountable before God (or Higher Power) for what they do,
it will tend to drift from the moral and cultural norms that are crucial to its existence. As Ivan said
in Dostoevsky’s The Brothers Karamazov, “If God does not exist, then everything is permitted.”
This drift, I believe, is occurring right now in our own country, especially among middle-aged
men. (Suicide rates for men in their 50’s are up almost 50% from 1999 to 2010.) I am deeply
concerned about this and want to do what little I can to restore for my readers a sense of
meaning and purpose in their lives, especially their suffering.It’s not fashionable to say this, but
every society needs moral absolutes. Nazi Germany didn’t have any. It was prepared to violate
its treaty obligations if they became inconvenient. And they did. It was Himmler who asked the
question, “What, after all, compels us to keep our promises?” The answer was, nothing.The
influential post-modern philosopher Richard Rorty couldn’t do much better. He, too, lived without
absolutes. When asked how he defended his sense of moral outrage at the Nazi Holocaust, he
could say only that it was based on his “personal sense of revulsion.” But the Nazis didn’t share
that revulsion. So who is right? Without absolutes there is no answer, everything is relative.The
eleventh-century philosopher Al-Ghazzali, widely regarded as the most influential Muslim since
Muhammad himself, classically makes the case against all this relativism. To deny the existence
of a surviving soul, to “deny the future life, heaven, hell, resurrection, and judgment” is to invite
moral chaos. He predicted that men and women living without moral absolutes would “give way
to a bestial indulgence of their appetites.”And that’s what’s happening—in government, on Wall
Street, in our cities, in our neighborhoods. How many sacrifice their own interests when no one
is policing them? There are those who say that men and women are capable of policing
themselves by using reason. My experience of people who talk this way is that they are often the
first to reason their way out of the policies and standards they helped create when they become
inconvenient!We need to feel that there are penalties for our inhumanity. In his book The Devil’s
Delusion, David Berlinski, a secular Jew, makes this point. No fan of the Catholic Church and the
atrocities of some of its priests, he nevertheless defends it. “Just who has imposed on the
suffering human race poison gas, barbed wire, high explosives, experiments in eugenics, the
formula for Zyklon B, heavy artillery, pseudo-scientific justifications for mass murder, cluster
bombs, attack submarines, napalm, intercontinental ballistic missiles, military space platforms,
and nuclear weapons? If memory serves, it was not the Vatican.”Evidence reaching us from the
world beyond death has much to tell us about the consequences of immorality. Anyone who has



concluded that hatred, cruelty, cowardice, laziness, and chronic selfishness go unnoticed by the
universe is in for a surprise.Millions of us are killing ourselves as we work our way toward the top
of the pyramid. Unless we rethink what’s truly worth having, we’ll make ourselves miserable as
we repeatedly fall short of our goals. Ask any aspiring screenwriter desperate for recognition or
newly minted Ph.D. in English literature angling for a job in her field. Or, even worse, a
“successful” lawyer at a big firm making his half million as he grinds away 70 hours a week and
comes home every night dog-tired and depressed. The higher we aim, the more likely we’ll be
passed over. Too often we feel like Sisyphus rolling his rock up the mountainside one more
time.Arianna Huffington, in her book Thrive, would have us find joy in things outside our
relentless work schedule. She asks us to “seek a new definition of success that’s more
sustainable and more humane.” “Health is wealth,” she says. Which is to say that money and
investments are not. Huffington wants to change the way we busy, acquisitive Americans live.I’m
all for the ideal, but it’s unworkable if most of us believe deep down that money is wealth, and
that we’d almost kill for the things that only money can bring us. The new ideal must be founded
on a paradigm shift that assigns greater value to the qualities of the soul.Huffington sees signs
that this shift is underway, but it has a metaphysical side to it that is essential if her vision of a
better society is to gain traction.In 2007 Huston Smith, America’s leading historian of religions
and a sage by anyone’s standards, wrote that “materialism is on the ropes.” By materialism he
meant the philosophy that denies spirit, soul, the Divine, and afterlife. Brains, yes, but souls, no—
that is their motto. Maybe in the Bay Area where he lives, I told myself at the time, but in Queens
or Topeka? Everywhere I looked, from the editors of the world’s most prominent philosophy and
psychiatry journals to my professional friends who styled themselves “progressive,” I could see
no sign that materialism was on the ropes.But now I do. All over the place a new spiritual
paradigm is emerging. It comes not from religion, but from psychical research (or
parapsychology), a purely secular enterprise. In the last five years a new publishing niche has
emerged: a plethora of books about the near-death experience, deathbed visions, and
especially the afterlife are being read by millions of ordinary Americans. Such works, all growing
out of psychical research, and many of them written by professional researchers with PhD’s, are
proliferating at an amazing rate.These eruptions of spirit are being studied by parapsychologists
who know how to sift out lunacy and fraud. What’s left is often impressive and impossible to
explain using conventional psychiatric models that deny the reality of spirit.The new emerging
evidence makes the mad scramble for material wealth at the expense of everything else
irrational and even ridiculous. This evidence points to four truths:Our planet is not the only world
we will know.The sooner we make our peace with death the less melancholy and frightened we
will be as we confront it.The key to success and happiness here is not how many things we
acquire but the wellbeing we bring to those around us.The life habits we cultivate here, and not
the monuments to ego we build, will determine our starting place in the world to come.Gandhi
said, “The modern or Western insatiableness arises from the lack of a living faith in a future
state.” I could not agree more. When we as a society reach the conclusion that there is such a



state, we’ll stop feeling the need to crowd every pleasure into a single lifetime. And if we take our
spirit friends at their word—they tell us their world is every bit as interesting and rewarding as
ours—we won’t feel we are missing out on a joy that can be known only here.That feeling of
contentment will unleash the energy and time to pursue the things that matter—family fun,
enriching friendships, appreciation of the beauty of nature, reading the great books we never got
around to, developing talents we never knew we had, hobbies of all types, and volunteer work as
we give back to our communities.But none of this will happen without the necessary underlying
philosophy. I look for the day that our society reaches a tipping point that will stop fueling the
drive toward more and more things to clutter our lives with. The breathtaking advances of
psychical research over the last decade are helping to create this tipping point.The next eleven
chapters are arranged by the types of evidence that, taken all together, should remove
reasonable doubt about the reality of an afterlife. Think of each of these types as a sturdy stick
that would require great strength to break. When you combine them together into a bundle,
breaking them would require a force hard to imagine. But I am understating the strength of this
kind of argument. As you will see, a single well developed case in one or more of these areas is
likely to seem unbreakable, and by unbreakable I mean unexplainable by conventional physical
standards. Belief in an afterlife where spirit beings come and go will commend itself to all but the
most stubborn defenders of materialist orthodoxy.Teilhard de Chardin said, “We are not human
beings having a spiritual experience. We are spiritual beings having a human experience.” That
means thinking of ourselves as souls having bodies, not bodies having souls. It is my hope that
as you read along, testing each stick to see if it will break, you will conclude that death, in the
sense of non-existence, is an illusion. As Albus Dumbledore said in Harry Potter and the
Sorcerer’s Stone, “To the well-organized mind, death is but the next great adventure.”We can’t
know death in any full sense until it comes, but we can get glimpses of it if we work at it. Reading
this book is one way to work at it, and for those of you who have given up on religion it might be
the best way open to you. So let the adventure begin—not the adventure of dying, not yet that,
but the adventure of discovering what “dying” means.1.DEATHBED VISIONSImagine yourself
standing at the bedside of your grandmother who is very near death. Suddenly she begins to
talk in a faint voice to someone she sees in the room but you don’t see. She tells you that her
father, long deceased, is “over there—don’t you see him?” You look where she is looking, but of
course you can’t. “Oh, he’s come to take me away,” she says while smiling, her emaciated arms
reaching out to the phantom. She seems uncommonly alert, almost excited.These deathbed
visions, as they are called, are more common than people think, and they tend to be more
frequent when the patient is unsedated rather than sedated. There is even evidence that such
visions were the norm before reduction of pain by a morphine drip became commonplace within
palliative care.Nowadays many, if not most, of our loved ones die slowly. They suffer from
cancer, emphysema, heart disease, AIDS, or some other gradually debilitating disease and
slowly slip away. In their book Final Gifts, hospice nurses Maggie Callanan and Patricia Kelley
provide a thoughtful introduction to this kind of dying. For me, and I think for the authors, the



most striking feature of many such deaths is the visions that the dying have of previously
deceased relatives or friends, as in the case above. Those surrounding the bedside who watch
such an episode unfold often assume the dying person is “confused.” Is she really seeing an
otherworldly visitor, or is she just hallucinating? Observers unaware of the research into these
visions usually assume the latter. Visions of otherworldly beings, however, provide strong
evidence for life after death. And here is why.With uncanny regularity the dead show up. Why
should that be? Why does the living Aunt Adelaide seldom show up? Why is it usually the
deceased Aunt Eleanor?The materialist might answer that it would be illogical to hallucinate
someone you thought was still alive. After all, a person can’t be living on earth and living on the
Other Side at the same time. If you had a vision of someone alive on this side of the veil, that
would seem to be proof you were hallucinating and would undercut the benefit you might derive
from the hallucination. So the subconscious mind sorts out who’s died and who hasn’t. It keeps
track. And when your time is up, it decks out a nice dead relative, never a living relative, for you
to hallucinate, a nice dead relative to take you into heaven when you finally die, and your fear of
death then conveniently recedes. Or so the argument goes.But this argument is not as
convincing as first appears. After all, how logical are hallucinations? Hallucinations are made of
memory fragments, and those fragments are no more orderly as they come and go in the theater
of the mind than the stuff of our daydreams. Zen masters compare the behavior of this mental
detritus to a pack of drunken monkeys hurdling through treetops. And Aldous Huxley refers to
them as “the bobbing scum of miscellaneous memories” and as “imbecilities—mere casual
waste products of psycho-physiological activity.” The materialist’s line of reasoning is plausible
up to a point, but it overlooks the orderly nature of these visions.But let us grant for the sake of
argument that their position does have force. I think I can show, and I try to show my students,
that whatever force we grant it for the moment is not good enough in the face of the facts. In
Final Gifts one of the authors shares the following account:A dignified Chinese woman, Su, was
getting devoted care from her daughter, Lily. Both were Buddhists and very accepting of the
mother’s terminal status.“I’ve had a good life for ninety-three years,” the mother said. “And I’ve
been on this earth long enough!” She dreamed often of her husband, who had died some years
before.“I will join him soon,” she said. But one day Su seemed very puzzled. “Why is my sister
with my husband?” she asked. “They are both calling me to come.” “Is your sister dead?” I asked.
“No, she still lives in China,” she said. “I have not seen her for many years.” When I related this
conversation to the daughter, she was astonished and tearful.“My aunt died two days ago in
China,” Lily said. “We decided not to tell Mother—her sister had the same kind of cancer.”Was
Su’s dream vision of her sister two days after her death a coincidence? Su could have dreamed
of her anytime, but for some reason did so only after her death, though she had been dreaming
of her dead husband for years. And if the materialist’s explanation is correct, why did Su
hallucinate a person she thought was alive in the first place?Of course, there is always the
possibility that Su’s unconscious mind could have known telepathically of her sister’s death. But
if Su had never had any powerful telepathic experiences before, isn’t this explanation rather



weak? (Most materialists don’t even acknowledge the existence of telepathy.) I think the most
likely explanation for her sister’s appearance is that the newly dead sister actually came (in
spirit), along with Su’s long dead husband, to greet her and comfort her before her death. That is
certainly what Su herself thought. The hospice nurse continues:When Lily told her mother about
her sister’s illness and death, Su said with a knowing smile, “Now I understand.” Her puzzle
solved, she died three weeks later, at peace and with a sense of anticipation.But there are more
powerful examples of this type that involve visions had by dying persons who are awake, not
dreaming.Perhaps the most famous case of this type is reported in Sir William Barrett’s classic
English study Deathbed Visions, published in 1926. The awe-inspiring atmosphere is
memorably recounted by his wife, Lady Florence Barrett, a doctor attending a dying patient in
labor. Here is Sir William’s account:Lady Barrett received an urgent message from the Resident
Medical Officer, Dr. Phillips, to come to a patient, Mrs. B., who was in labor and suffering from
serious heart failure. Lady Barrett went at once, and the child was delivered safely, though the
mother was dying at the time. After seeing other patients Lady Barrett went back to Mrs. B.’s
ward, and the following conversation occurred which was written down soon afterwards. Lady
Barrett says:When I entered the ward Mrs. B. held out her hands to me and said, ‘Thank you,
thank you for what you have done for me—for bringing the baby [into life]. Is it a boy or girl?’
Then holding my hand tightly, she said, ‘Don’t leave me, don’t go away, will you?’ And after a few
minutes, while the House Surgeon carried out some restorative measures, she lay looking up
towards the open part of the room, which was brightly lighted, and said, ‘Oh, don’t let it get dark
—it’s getting so dark … darker and darker.’ Her husband and mother were sent for.Suddenly she
looked eagerly towards one part of the room, a radiant smile illuminating her whole
countenance. ‘Oh, lovely, lovely,’ she said. I asked, ‘What is lovely?’ ‘What I see,’ she replied in
low, intense tones. ‘What do you see?’ ‘Lovely brightness—wonderful beings.’ It is difficult to
describe the sense of reality conveyed by her intense absorption in the vision.Then—seeming to
focus her attention more intently on one place for a moment—she exclaimed, almost with a kind
of joyous cry, ‘Why it’s Father [deceased]! Oh, he’s so glad I’m coming; he is so glad. It would be
perfect if only W. [her living husband] could come too.’Her baby was brought for her to see. She
looked at it with interest, and then said, ‘Do you think I ought to stay for baby’s sake?’ Then
turning towards the vision again, she said, ‘I can’t—I can’t stay; if you could see what I do, you
would know I can’t stay.’… She lived for another hour, and appeared to have retained to the last
the double consciousness of the bright forms she saw, and also of those tending her at the
bedside …The story, remarkable as it is for the intimate detail supplied by Lady Barrett,
continues. Recall that the Matron (or head nurse) of the hospital took Lady Barrett’s place at Mrs.
B.’s bedside. Miriam Castle, the Matron, reported the following:I was present shortly before the
death of Mrs. B., together with her husband and her mother. Her husband was leaning over her
and speaking to her, when pushing him aside she said, ‘Oh, don’t hide it; it’s so beautiful.’ Then
turning away from him towards me, I being on the other side of the bed, Mrs. B. said, ‘Oh, why
there’s Vida,’ referring to a sister of whose death three weeks previously she had not been told.



Afterwards the mother, who was present at the time, told me, as I have said, that Vida was the
name of a dead sister of Mrs. B.’s, of whose illness and death she was quite ignorant, as they
had carefully kept this news from Mrs. B. owing to her serious illness.To complete the picture of
Mrs. B.’s passing, we turn to her mother, who was present with the Matron:The wonderful part of
it is the history of my dear daughter Vida, who had been an invalid some years. Her death took
place on the 25th day of December 1923, just 2 weeks and 4 days before her younger sister,
Doris, died. My daughter Doris, Mrs. B. was very ill at that time, and the Matron at the Mother’s
Hospital deemed it unwise for Mrs. B. to know of her sister’s death. Therefore when visiting her
we put off our mourning [clothes] and visited her as usual. All her letters were also kept [from
her] by request until her husband had seen who they might be from before letting her see them.
This precaution was taken lest outside friends might possibly allude to the recent bereavement
in writing to her, unaware of the very dangerous state of her health.When my dear child was
sinking rapidly, at first she said, ‘It is all so dark; I cannot see.’ A few seconds after, a beautiful
radiance lit up her countenance; I know now it was the light of Heaven, and it was most beautiful
to behold. My child said, ‘Oh, it is lovely and bright; you cannot see as I can.’ She fixed her eyes
on one particular spot in the ward, saying, ‘Oh, God, forgive me for anything I have done wrong.’
After that she said, ‘I can see Father; he wants me, he is so lonely.’ She spoke to her father,
saying, ‘Oh, he is so near.’ On looking at the same place again, she said with rather a puzzled
expression, ‘He has Vida with him,’ turning again to me saying ‘Vida is with him.’ Then she said,
‘You do want me, Dad; I am coming.’ Then a very few parting words or sighs were expressed—
nothing very definite or clear.This case is remarkable for several reasons. It captures the
awesome solemnity and realness of the visions for Mrs. B. She has no doubt that her Father and
Vida are in the ward with her. They have come to comfort her, and perhaps to be comforted
themselves. The family has gathered, both the living and the dead. One can imagine the sense
of amazement that the witnesses must have felt as they gazed upon a dying woman with one
foot in our world and the other in the world to come. The witnesses could not see the ghosts, but
the uncanny sense that they were present must have grown on them; one can imagine their
goose flesh. But Mrs. B. could see more than her spirit visitors; she glimpsed a light so wonderful
and inviting that she pushed her husband aside so she could see it unobstructed. “Lovely
brightness—wonderful beings,” she says.Then there is Vida. Mrs. B. is puzzled when she sees
her sister alongside her father. What is Vida doing there? she wonders. As in the case of Su
above, the death of her sister has been kept from her. If Mrs. B.’s mother has had doubts about
the realness of her daughter’s visions, the truth has now dawned. The vision of Vida didn’t fit with
what Mrs. B. knew to be true. But there she was anyway. And we, by now, are probably very
inclined to believe she was really there, in spirit.A word more about heavenly visions. Callanan
and Kelley devote a chapter to it—it is one of the “gifts” that the dying give to their hospice
nurses and their families. Callanan and Kelley tell us: “Many dying people tell of seeing a place
not visible to anyone else. Their descriptions are brief, rarely exceeding a sentence or two, and
not very specific, but usually glowing.” Mrs. B.’s vision perfectly fits.Though both types of vision



are paranormal, some would say supernatural, they differ from each other. The spirits that are
seen are conscious beings. The heavenly place that is seen is where they live, and where we will
go presumably when we die.We will finish this chapter by examining two famous cases, one of
each type. The first occurred in 1826, the second in 2011.One of the most astonishing
coincidences in world history were the deaths of John Adams, America’s second president, and
Thomas Jefferson, its third. They both died, 500 miles apart, on July 4, 1826, exactly fifty years
after the signing of the Declaration of Independence.During the last fourteen years of their lives,
the two great founding fathers put aside their resentments and became pen pals. (Their
voluminous correspondence would become a treasure trove for historians of early America.)
According to bedside witnesses, on the afternoon of July 4 in Quincy, Massachusetts, three or
four hours after Jefferson’s death at Monticello in Virginia, and an hour or two before his own
death, Adams stirred and said in a faint voice, “Thomas Jefferson survives.”Every Adams
biographer mentions this mysterious utterance but none seems to understand it. One of them,
Charles Francis Adams, Adam’s grandson, positively misinterprets it. “But he was mistaken,” he
says of his grandfather. “The fact was not as he supposed. Thomas Jefferson did not
survive.”We know a great deal more today about deathbed visions than was known in
1826.Adams did not say of Jefferson that he still lived—the meaning given to the word by the
biographer—but that he survived. Survived what? The obvious answer is that he survived death.
And how did Adams know? It is very likely that he saw Jefferson’s apparition—how else could he
have known? Whatever he saw was proof enough for him that his old friend had indeed
survived.It appears that Jefferson came in spirit to pay his old friend a visit three or four hours
after he, Jefferson, had died. This type of visitation is common in the literature—there are literally
thousands of such cases. Often they are referred to as crisis apparitions, death being the crisis.
Adams was not aware that Jefferson was close to death since it took close to a week for mail to
travel between Boston and Virginia. But the information he provided was correct. Hallucinations
do not contain veridical information.What a fascinating postscript to one of the most influential
friendships in American history—two great founding fathers, and the nation’s first two
presidents, collaborating across the Great Divide.The next case involves Steve Jobs, the
famous CEO of Apple. According to Jobs’ sister Mona Thompson, who gave the eulogy at her
brother’s memorial service at Stanford, his final words were “OH WOW, OH WOW, OH WOW.”
From his deathbed he was looking past members of his family into the distance when he spoke
these words.What did he see? Someone not versed in the literature of psychical research would
probably not have a clue. But by now we know his words—brief, vague, and filled with
amazement—were consistent with those typically awe-inspiring attempts to describe the
impossible that some dying people are noted for.Jobs told his sister shortly before he died that
he was “going to a better place.” Careful research into visions like his suggests that he was
probably not disappointed.So there you have it—both types. Adams’s vision was of a deceased
spirit, and Jobs’ of the world they gather to.But neither of these was as impressive or suggestive
as Mrs. B.’s. She appears to have seen not only her father and sister but the very world they lived



in.Today we know much more about deathbed visions than we did when Mrs. B. passed almost a
century ago. We know their main characteristics and their frequency. There is even an
abbreviation for them that hospice doctors and nurses use: ELDVs, or end-of-life dreams and
visions.In a recent (2014) study in the American Journal of Hospice & Palliative Care, 63
patients near death at a Buffalo, New York, hospice center were interviewed daily to see if they
had an ELDV. Fifty-two had at least one during their stay before dying. Some patients described
dead loved ones “as messengers guiding them on their journey through death.” The article
draws a distinction between these experiences and hallucinations:The ELDVs appear distinct
from hallucinations associated with delirium in terms of the feelings they evoke (i.e., comfort vs.
distress) as well as the clarity, detail, and organization in which they are reported… for the most
part [they were] a source of great comfort and reassurance to the patient, providing a sense of
peace and in some cases a noted change in their behavior and acceptance of death.The article
concludes by saying that these experiences “need to be viewed as a normal transition from life
to death.”For anyone interested in further study of deathbed visions, I recommend At the Hour of
Death (1977, 2012) by Erlendur Haraldsson and Karlis Osis. A more recent collection of cases is
Ineke Koedam’s In the Light of Death (2015).These dreams and visions are the first of the sticks
to go into our bundle.2.THE NEAR-DEATH EXPERIENCE (NDE)Shortly after graduation from
college I forced myself to read a book my Jesuit teachers of theology had not introduced me to. It
was Bertrand Russell’s Why I Am Not a Christian. I did this not because I was in a rebellious
mood or found my faith unsatisfactory, but because I was confident it would hold up under any
battering and wanted to prove it to myself.It didn’t. Russell sent my faith into a tailspin. To cope, I
enrolled myself in a graduate theology program at Fordham University in New York to see if there
was any way to salvage the wreck. That helped a little but it didn’t go far enough. When I would
go home I would take my grandmother to church, prop her up as she took communion, and turn
aside when it was my turn. It was not only painful, it was mortifying.The greatest loss, even
greater than the death of God, was the passing away of a belief in an afterlife. With its
disappearance my life stopped having any ultimate purpose. I was like the man in Sartre’s story
“The Wall” who pees in his pants when he contemplates his own death the next morning by firing
squad. It wasn’t the pain that horrified him, it was the utter nothingness that would follow. That
thought horrified me too even though I was only 23. But what could I do? There was no evidence
for anything more. And I couldn’t accept something as being real without evidence. Not
anymore.Eight years later I happened to attend a conference at Berkeley – I believe it was in
December 1975. One of the speakers told the crowd about a remarkable new book, Raymond
Moody’s Life after Life. It described an experience that some people had when very near death,
so near that their vital signs flattened out. Yet during those precious seconds they were more
alive than ever, and upon returning to consciousness they could describe exactly what had
happened around them when they were in this clinically dead state. Some of them met a Being
of Light that they described with feelings of utmost awe and love. Quite a few called it God.They
came from many different backgrounds yet had remarkably similar experiences: separation from



their body, traveling at rapid speed through something like a dark tunnel, meeting deceased
relatives and friends, a life review, beautiful landscapes, and, for the lucky few, immersion in that
glorious Being of Light.They all, even those who had been atheists, said they were not their
physical body, and death was not the end. The skeptic in me of course wanted evidence they
were not all hallucinating. And they provided it. Many of them described what they saw while out
of their bodies, some in places distant from where their body lay. And what they claimed they
saw was corroborated by witnesses.Many books on the NDE have appeared since then, and
they all report the same kind of data as in Moody’s landmark study. But what does all this
evidence tell us about an afterlife?To begin with, if you can get out of your body and still move
about and see and be aware of yourself as the person you are, then you’re not your body. And if
you’re not your body, then the body’s death doesn’t mean you have to die. And if you don’t, but
are never seen again on earth, you must go somewhere else and live there. That experience
would be what we call an afterlife.On the surface, the many books and several organizations
devoted to afterlife study and research make a powerful case for survival of bodily death, and
the best of this literature seems even to tell us a little about the nature of the afterlife that we
survive into.Before developing an argument for survival based on NDE research, we’ll need to
look at a few cases. I’ve selected four:The first, reported by the famous Swiss psychiatrist Carl
Jung, predates Moody’s book. The phrase “near-death experience,” invented by Moody, was
unknown in 1952, the latest that the case could have occurred. For us this is a blessing: No one
can claim today that this particular NDE, which Jung referred to as “an extremely strange thing,”
was manufactured by an expectation broadly available in the culture—what might be called a
copycat NDE.The experiencer was a young woman who nearly died following a forceps delivery.
After her recovery she told Jung what she had experienced, and he asked her to record her
experience.Jung introduces the case in these words: “I would like to give an example from my
own medical experience. A woman patient, whose reliability and truthfulness I have no reason to
doubt, told me that her first birth was very difficult.” The NDE begins in a manner that all current
NDE researchers are familiar with:The next thing she was aware of was that, without feeling her
body and its position, she was looking down from a point in the ceiling and could see everything
going on in the room below her: she saw herself lying in the bed, deadly pale, with closed eyes.
Beside her stood the nurse.As she looked down, she watched a flustered doctor pacing the floor
and her mother and her husband looking on with alarm. Simultaneously she was aware of “a
glorious, park-like landscape shining in the brightest colors and, in particular, an emerald green
meadow with short grass which sloped gently upwards beyond a wrought-iron gate leading into
the park.” She was certain this scene of “indescribable splendor” was the world she would enter
at death but also that she would not die. She was so certain of her recovery that “she found the
agitation of the doctor and the distress of her relatives stupid and out of place.” All together she
was unconscious for about thirty minutes.
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Anthony, “A comforting book to those in need. This is a very interesting book which will certainly
bring some comfort to those who have serious anxiety about death. It seems very intriguing that
so much evidence, such as near death experiences, are basically the same all around the world.
However, I would say that what is lacking is a more coherent worldview to bind all of this
evidence together. The author avoids traditional religious belief such as theism and seems to
argue that mere belief in an afterlife is sufficient to have a purpose in life. I think this is false; God
is important for the bigger picture because how do you explain the fact that humans have
immaterial and immortal souls? If there is no God and we just evolved, how do you explain the
immaterial nature of human beings without believing in a god who inserted a an immaterial spirit
into human beings at some point during evolution? I think that mere belief in theism is enough to
have comfort about there being an afterlife.Also, there were more than a few typos throughout
the book.All things considered, a very well written book and a page turner.”

RBB-1, “"Outstanding". For a "Professor of Religious Studies" in the USA to write Articles,
Books, and conduct Classes about "Death and the Afterlife" is really quite amazing - I applaud
his Courage, and subsequent Success - may many more Professors follow his Lead !!! How
lucky must his Students be (?) My interest in this topic started around 8 years ago, when my wife
and I were living on a Mountain, overlooking the Pacific, in Mexico, and soon realized we could
not get a TV signal, so we took up reading to fill our time - by chance (?) one of the first books I
came across was about "Edgar Cayce" - now, 8 years later, my Library includes over 500 books
and articles on this and related topics. If the names: Allan Kardec, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, Sir
Oliver Lodge, Arthur Findlay, Leslie Flint, Mike Tymn, Victor and Wendy Zammit, and Stafford
Betty, among many others, mean something to you - then you know how I have been spending
my time ...In this Book, each Chapter is extremely interesting and valuable, however, my favorite
Chapter, from a Practical point of view, is Chapter Six (Spirit Attachment and Possession) - from
Mental Illness, to Addiction, to Criminals, to Sexual Deviates, to each of us, being possibly, and
probably affected by "Spirit Possession", at some point in our lives, is quite an important and
interesting possibility - please check the last paragraph on page 155 - if you have an interest in
ways to "Promote", and to consider this type of Therapy, please let me know ...Continued Best
Wishes to Stafford !!!(richard.brannon2@gmail.com)”

brazenraccoon, “Wonderful book, the culmination of months of my reading and a beautiful
conclusion to my inquiries... Wonderful book, the culmination of months of my reading and a
beautiful conclusion to my inquiries. The persistence of consciousness is argued clearly with
such well documented evidence that only the most stubborn zealot or materialist might continue
to quibble. I am searching for the next step, where to continue this thread and line of inquiry, it
looks sources are near exhausted.  Perhaps I'll join a spiritualist church- not sure what's next...”



Sweet Home Chicago, “A nice introduction[- best for beginners in these topics. I have read a
great deal on the topics presented here, so I speak from that specific point of view. I was
disappointed that there was little that was new to me. I think a beginner in these topics could
find this a great start, with short chapters on various topics related to death (such as
reincarnation, electronic communication from the dead, etc.) But even for me, having read so
much on these topics, Stafford Betty's analysis of the various topics, and his ability to put them
all together to lead to the conclusion that life continues was rare and helpful.”

Novsix, “Just fascinating. This was areal "eye opener" for me at least. I think I understand a lot
more now. I enter into my "elder" time being almost 80 leaning toward atheist beliefs and that
conflicting with a strict Christian upbringing. I have many fascinating things to explore now with a
lot less fear.  Thank you Dr. Betty for this lesson?”

Ebook Library Reader, “The Astral Experience and Beyond. Dr. Betty has done extensive
research for this marvelous book of essays, and he has thoroughly convinced me that the
afterlife is a reality. This is no small achievement. I am about half way through the book now and
look forward to several readings, for it is superb news that our lives continue on the astral plane
with emotional and mental growth. The chapter on spirit communication through mediums is a
tour de force, as well as his research into spirit attachment. For me this important book clears up
many misconceptions that priest craft and traditional religion have attempted to teach us. I
would recommend this book to anyone who is interested in a glimpse of our future world. First
class piece of work.  Andrew Minjiras, San Francisco”

L. B. Robinson, PhD, “Whether to satisfy your own curiosity or to offer probable proof to .... In his
introduction to When Did You Ever Become Less by Dying, Afterlife: The Evidence, Dr. Betty
posits that reading his book isone way to work at getting glimpses of what death is before it
comes. You will not have to work; Stafford Betty has done the work for you.You will simply have
to allow the evidence, and less so the theories, of the continuance of being to saturate your
awareness. Whether to satisfy your own curiosity or to offer probable proof to others, you will be
delighted by this book.”

Arjun L. Sen, “Outstanding!. Written by an expert, this book is the best reviewing the case for the
afterlife that I have read so far. Absolutely spot on and faces the difficult questions while
presenting a highly credible affirmative viewpoint with lots of evidential support.”

AJ, “Another excellent book by the author. Another excellent book by the author.More than
enough separate strands of evidence that all present a unified depiction of what very likely
awaits us after our physical death.An agreeable writing style that's relaxed & friendly,
encompassing science, theology & philosophy.Even the most sceptical would find it hard to
discount much of the veridical evidence presented here - and there is a wealth of it too!Definitely



one of the better authors in this field, alongside Chris Carter, Julia Assante, David Fontana,
Michael Newton, Jurgen Ziewe, Craig Hogan and Michael Tymn.Btw as with most of the books I
buy on this field, the focus is on evidence and science - not god bothering or bible bashing!!!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Heavy going but good. I'm about 3/4 of the way through this book now. I
have the paperback copy. I have to say that it's quite heavy going and I wish I had more brain
power to fully enjoy it. I love what it's telling me - but - there's so much evidence packed in to it
that backs up two or three or even four sides of each argument that I'm not really capable of fully
acknowledging what I'm reading. I think for a serious reader of this type of book you would find it
amazing.  It's definitely worth a go.”

al baby, “Excellent in every Way.. The book arrived ahead of schedule and was well packaged.
The book itself is first class. Written in an easy manner but clearly very scholarly and well
researched. Prof Betty is an engaging character and this comes over in this book. I have no
hesitation in recommending this book and this seller.”

Mr. Joe Gough, “Five Stars. A very fine book. Both easy to read and thoughtfully presented.”

Louise M., “Inspiring and healing for those afread of death. It confirms my beliefs! No religion in
the world is perfect; those willing to accept reincarnation and survival of the soul after death are
right on the dot. Most religions have lost their credibility by imposing a "burning hell" for those
who wouldn't follow their doctrines or pay for their right to heaven every year whether they had
the means or not. Coming from a "french" catholic background I know what I'm talking about and
if more people were aware of Professor Betty's teachings, a lot of pain would be put at ease.
What a wonderful feeling it is to know those who have passed will be there for us when our time
comes; that they are present in our earthly lives to help us when needed. Also, by knowing that
our aging, painful bodies are nothing more than boxes and that our souls survive is a much
needed relief. I myself have witnessed my dying mother seeing and calling to her deceased
sister to come to her in the hospital room, so I believe they come for you when the time comes.
As far as Karma goes, I don't know. Seems to be more and more violence and hatred in the
world; some even attached to religion. Who knows?”

The book by Stafford Betty has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 56 people have provided feedback.
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